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Abstract
x id
The gamma ray interaction depth in 3-D position scnsitive
CdZnTe dctectors is currently determined by the pulse height
0:Measured Result
ratio ofthe cathode signal to the anode pixel signal (CIA ratio).
2.5
In expcriments with our 3-D CdZnTe dctectors, thc photopeak
* : Expsdation (Assuming C/A
Ratio is Proportional to Depth)
area as a fuuction of the CIA ratio deviates from the expected
exponential attcnuation with depth. This indicatcs that the CIA $ 2
ratio is not proportional to thc true interaction depth. This g
incident
2 1.5
9
paper proposes a method to calibrate the measured CIA ratio to a
gammas
thc intcraction depth by modeling the,signals from thc cathode >
f
and anode pixels. Knowing the detector’s mobility-lifctime -8 1
products of thc electrons and holes from measurements, the
0.5
expccted pulsc heights of the signals from thc cathode and
anode pixels can bc calculated for differcnt intcraction depths.
0
The rclationship belwcen thc CIA ralios and the interaction
0.2
0.9
0.6
0.8
depths can then bc determined and used as thc calibration. Thc
anode
CIA Ratio
cathode
calculation for our 3-D CdZnTe detectors shows that an 8% Figure 1: Distribution of 662 keV vhotopeak area as a function of
crror in depth detcrmination is incurred without the calibration. CIA ratio under -2000 V cathode bias.
c _

I. INTRODUCTION
With 3-D position-sensitive CdZnTe detectors, the
intcraction location of an incidcnt gamma ray can be uniqucly
dcterniined in 3-D inside the dctector for the single-pixel
cvents[l]. Whilc the lateral location of thc interaction is
determined by the position of the pixel yiclding the signal,
the inleraction depth is given by thc pulsc height ratio of
the cathode signal to the anode pixel signal (CIA ralio). In
cxperiments with our 1x l x lm33-D CdZnTe dctectors, thc
cuergy spectra of singlc-pixcl cvents from each pixel are binned
into 18-20 depth layers corresponding to equally-spaced
intervals of the CIA ratio. Using the measured spectra, the
photopeak arca as a function of the CIA ratio was calculatcd.
Fig. 1 shows a typical distribution measured using 662 kcV
photons incident from thc cathode side. If the CIA ratio was
proportional to the interaction depth, the distribution should
rcsemble the cxponeutial attenuation e-’’= shown as the dashed
line in Fig. I . The deviation of the measured result from this
curve implies that the CIA ratio is not quite proportional to the
interaction dcpth.
In applications such as imaging and material nonuniformity
analysis, accurate depth information may be nceded. In these
cases, the relationship bctween the CIA ratio and the interaction
depth should be well known. While this calibration could be
performed with narrow collimation of the y rays, the difficulty
in collimating high encrgy y rays and the inconveniencc of
this method in practicc limit its application. To find a more
‘E-mail: wenli@engin.umich.edu

convenient way to do thc calibration, a method based on
modeling of the signals from the cathode and anode pixel
is investigated here. For any given interaction dcpth, the
normalized pulse heights of the signals from thc cathode
and anode pixel can bc calculated from the parameters of
the mobilities and mobility-lifetime products oi’ eleclrons
and holes, the weighting potential distribution corrcsponding
to thc anode pixel, and other working variables (such as
the applicd detcctor bias and shaping time). Whilc the
weighting potential that corresponds to thc anode pixel can be
estimated from the geometry of the electrodes, the mobilitylifetime products of elcctrons and holes is mcasured for the
material underneath each anode pixel in the experiments. For
our 3-D CdZnTe detectors, the mobilitylifetime product of
clcctrons was detcrmincd from the measured variation of the
photopeak centroid in thc encrgy spectra from the anode
pixcl[S]. The mobility-lifetime product ofholes was determined
from the spectrum measurcd at the cathode for the single-pixcl
photoelcclric cvents. Aftcr all the rcquired parametcrs arc
known, the normalized pulse hcights of the signals from thc
cathodc and anodc pixel can be calculated for any interaction
dcpth. The resulting relationship, between the CIA ratio and the
interaction dcpth can then be is used in thc experiments for a
corrected intcraction dcpth.
To vcriry this calculation, the variation of the 662 kcV
photopeak area as a function of the CIA ratio was calculatcd
for anodc pixel spectra from single-pixel events. The result
is compared with a measurement and thc similaritics and
differences are discussed.
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11. MODELING
THE SIGNALS FROM THE
CATHODE AND ANODEPIXEL
For our 3-D CdZnTe detectors, the signals from the cathodc
and each anode pixel are read out by a chargc sensitive
preamplifier, shaping amplificr and pulse height analyzer[3].
To model thc output pulse heights from thc cathode and anode
pixel, we first model the signal current from the electrode due
to the charge transportation in thc detector, and then model
the signal processing through the preamplifier and shaping
amplifier.

Thc wcighting potcnlial Tor lhe calhodc WJz) is linear
with the detector depth, and the weighting potential for thc
anode pixcl W,(z) can bc calculatcd from the geometry of
the detector. For our first 3-D CdZnTe detector, the wcighting
potential distribution for an anode pixel along the path parallcl
to the detector depth and through the ccntcr of lhis pixel was
calculated using COULOMB[2], and the result is shown in
Fig. 3 along with the wcighting potential for thc cathode. The
mobilities and mobility-lifetime products of clcctrons and holes
arc available from other experiments with the detcctor, and are
discussed later.

3-0 CdZnTe Detector

pixellaled
anode side

cathode side

cathode

A. Signal Currentfrom the Electrode
Consider the situation in Fig. 2. Assume that at timc t = 0
an electric charge &a is locatcd at depth zo in thc dctcctor and
drifts towards the cathode due to an external electric field. By
time t = T the charge is at depth z but has decreased to Q
because of charge trapping. On an electrode whose weighting
potential distribution is W ( z ) as a function of the detector
depth, at time t = T the signal current induced by thc charge's
motion is given by:

i ( + ( t ) )= Q d W ( z ) / d t = Q . p . (V/d) . d W ( z ) / d z

z : Detector Depth

(mm)

anode

Figure 3: Weighting potentials of the cathode and anode pixcl in 3-D
CdZnTo detector.
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Where p is the mobility of &, V is the detector bias, and d is
the detector thickness. Eqn. 1 assumes a uniform electric field
inside the detector. Including the chargc trapping associated
with the mobility-lifetime product p r >wc have (ignoring charge
detrapping):
i(Z(t)) =

Q0.p.V . _
dW(2)
_
d
dz

,e-w

with

For a y interaction event in the detector, thc signal currents
induced by the motion of electrons and holes can be calculated
separately using Eqn. 2-3. The overall signal current on an
electrode is the sum of the contributions from the electrons and
the holes.

Figure 4 Modclcd signal currents and the contributions to cliargc
collection elliciencies for a 662 kcV photoelectric went occurring a1
z = d / 2 . (A) and (C): Contributions to thc anodc pixel signal from
electrons and holes respectivcly. (B) and (D): Contributions to the
cathodc signal from electrons and holes rcspcctivcly.
As an examplc of the modeling for our 3-D CdZnTe detector
(d=lOmm)undcrthc cathodebias 01-2000V, Fig. 4 shows thc
modeled signal currcnts from the cathode and collcctiitg anode
pixel for a 662 keV pholoelectric event occurring at 2=5 7nm. In
the modeling the weighting potentials shown in Fig. 3 arc used.
Mobilities of (1000, 100) c d / V . s, and mobility-lifc lime
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products of(6 x
6x
cm2/V are used for electrons
and holes respectively. In this example, thc contributions from
electrons and holes to the charge collection efficiency (CCE)
were calculated from integrations ofthc signal currents, and the
rcsults are also shown in Fig. 4.

as a function of the CIA ratio indicatcs the electron trapping
along the detector depth and can be used to estimate ( p ~ The
) ~ ,
typical
measured by this method from the 3-D CdZnTe
dctectors is 6x
cm2/V. Note this valuc is not exact
hccause our CIA ratio is not yet calibrated to depth z.

B. Signal Readout Using Preamplifer and Shaping
Amplijer
The charge-sensitive preamplifier and the shaping amplifier
pulis hslght from
can be considered as an integrated signal processing systcm.
the cathode
The input ofthis system is the signal currcnt from thc detector
E 06
and the output is the voltagc signal from the output of the
o , ~
Elertmns
shaping amplifier. Thc width of the impulse response function
U ( t ) of this system is determined by the shaping time or g o,3
the shaping amplifier. If the signal current is constant or the
duration of thc signal current is much narrower than the width
0.1 ,/
ofH(t), the normalized output pulse height of this system is
0.2
0.4
0,B
0.8
simply proportional to the integration of thc signal current (the
anode
Normalized Interaction Depth
calhods
total charge collected). Otherwise ballistic deficit should be
Modeled rclationship between cathode pulse
taken into account to gct an accurate normalized output pulsc Figure 5 :
height[4]. In the 3-D CdZnTe detector, the durationofthc signal height and interaction depth, with -2000 V cathode bias,
current from the cathode dcpends on the interaction dcpth, and ( W T ) e = 6 X 1 6 m 2 / V , (WT)h = 3 X 1fl-'Cm2/V,
the average duration time is comparable to thc width o f H ( t ) . pe = 1000cm2/V , s, p,, = 0.1 . p . and the shaping time of
I

0
2

-

V ( t )= i(t) * t H ( t )

(4)

111. MOBILITY-LIFETIME
PRODUCTS OF
ELECTRONSAND HOLES
As shown in Eqn. 2, the mobilities and mobility-lifetimc
products of electrons and holes must be known before i ( t ) can
be calculated. Thc mobility of electrons pe can be estimated
from the maximun Jectron drift timc t,,,:
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In the experiment, t,,
is measured as thc maximum rise
time from the cathode preamplifier output. For our 3-D CdZnTe
2 500
dctectors, we is measurcd as 1000 c m 2 / V .s using this method.
: ' - : - o : oUo '
Thc mobility of holes p~his about an order ofmagnitudc smaller
than pe, so in the modcling pli is simply assumed to he 100
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The measurement of the electron mobility-liretimc product
b T ) e can he done using the 662 keV spectra obtained from
the anode 'nixell51. From Fie.
" 3 wc can see the 3-D CdZnTe
detector exhibits a nearly perfect small pixel effect, which
means the pulse height from an anode pixel is only determined
by the number of arriving electrons (except for events very
near thc anode). For thc anode spectra which are separated
using the CIA ratio, thc variation of the photopeak centroid
L

Figurc 6 Modcled cathodc spectra from 511 keV photoelectric
with .2000
cathode bias, ( p T ) e =
10-3cm~Iv,

ILo = loOOcmZ/V . S , llh = 0.1 ,

and a shaping time of 1 I,,s.

1

Thc measurement of the mobility-lifetime product of holes
(fir)* is difficult in CdZnTe detectors because ( p r ) h is
much smaller than ( p r ) , [ 6 ] . For the 3-D CdZnTe detectors,
(fir),&
can he estimated by comparing measured and modeled
photoclcctric spectra from the cathode. With assumcd values
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A

FigS), which suggests there is no significant local variation in
the contributionofholes to the cathode signal along the detcctor
depth (and the same for ( p 7 ) h ) under this anode pixel. This
supports thc assumption used in the modeling that the value of
(pr),,is constant in the material under the anode pixel tested.

Iv. MODELEDCIA RATIOAS A FUNCTION
OF
THE INTERACTION DEPTH
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Figure 7: 5 1 1 keV Spectra collected from single-pixel events with
the 3-D CdZnTe detector under cathode bias of -2000 V. (A). Overall
spectnim fiom the cathode. (B). Overall spectrum from the anode
pixel. (C). Cathode spectnim collected from those events within the
selection window in (B) and under the anode pixel.

for ( ~ 7 and
) ~ ( p r ) h , the cathode pulse heights for the
photoclcctric events can he calculated for each interaction
dcpth using Eqns. 2, 3 and 4. An example of the modeled
relationship between the interaction depth and the normalized
pulse height from the cathode is shown in Fig. 5 . With
the modeled relationship and assumed interaction rate in the
detector, the cathode spectrum from the photoelectric events can
he calculated. Fig. 6 shows three 51 1 keV photoelectric spectra
from the cathode, modeled with the measured ( 1 ~ 7of) ~6x 10W3
cm2/V and three different values o f ( p r ) t L .In the modeling the
y rays irradiated the detector from the cathode side. The pcaks
in the spectra in Fig. 6 are from those events near the cathode.
Due to the decreasing contribution to the cathode signal from
the motion of holes in that region (as shown in Fig. 5), the
peaks are sensitive to the variation of ( p r ) h . In the experiments
with the 3-D CdZnTe detectors, the photoelectric spectrum from
the cathode can be measured by admitting only those singlepixel events in the photopeak of the spectrum from the anode
pixels. The 511 keV spectra collected in such a measurcment
is shown in Fig. 7. Spectrum C shows the typical photoelectric
spectrum from the cathode for the events undemeath an anode
pixel. By comparing the peak in spectrum C to those in the three
modeled spectra in Fig. 6, ( p ~ )can
, ~ be estimated as 5 ~ 1 0 m 2 / V for the material under thc anode pixel and near the
cathode. It should be noticed that the slope in spectrum C also
resembles the modeled spectrum well. The smooth measured
slope indicates a smooth relationship bctween the interaction
depth and the normalized pulse height from the cathode (e.g.,
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Figure 8: (A), Modeled pulse heights of signals from cathode and
anode pixels as a function of interaction depth. (B). Calculatcd
relationship between CIA ratio and interaction depth.
Using the measured ( ~ rand
) ~( p ~ of) 6~ ~ 1 0 -and
~
5x
cm2/V respectively and assuming a uniform electric
field inside the detector, the variation of the normalized pulse
heights along the interaction depth can be calculated for signals
from both the cathode and anode pixels with a given cathode
bias. The results calculated with the typical cathode bias of 2000 V are shown in Fig. 8 (A). The calculated relationship
between the C/A ratio and the interaction depth is shown in Fig.
8 (B). Note that assuming the C/A ratio is the normalized dcpth
(dashed curve) will produce an 8% systematic error over most
of thc intcraction depths. In expcriments with the same cathode
hias, the calculated relation in Fig. 8 (B) can be used to calibrate
the measured CIA ratio to the true interaction depth for the
single-pixel cvents in the detector. This calibration relies on the
pixel-based measurements of ( ~ 7 and
) ~(p7)h whose results
~may vary from pixel to pixel. Different calibration curves may
be applied to different pixels if there is a significant lateral
variation of ( p r ) eand (pr)h.
With the calibration curve in Fig. 8, the distribution of the y
vhotoveak
. . area as a function of the CIA ratio can be calculated
for the anode pixel spectra from single-pixel events. For 662
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keV y rays irradiating the dctector from the cathodc side,
this distribution was calculated after taking into account the
cxponential attenuation of thc interaction rate along tlie detector
depth and the fluctuations of the signals from thc cathode and
anode pixcl. The final rcsult is shown in Fig. 9. This modelcd
distribution compares well with the measured one in Fig. 1,
exccpl ror tlie minor difference at small CIA ratios. Thc singlepixel events with small CIA ratios originate from the region
;car the anodc, wherc the assumption of uniform clectric field
used in the modeling no longer applics due to the complicatcd
anode pattcrn and the leakage currents in that region and on
the anode surfacc. A nonuniform electric ficld would cause
a broadencd distribution of pulse heights for signals from thc
same interaction depth and can account for thc difCerencc in
the modeled and measured results. The overall agreement
bctween the modcled and measured distribution suggests that
this calibration method can bc applied to thc cvents from most
ofthc interaction depths.
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V. SUMMARY
AND FUTUREWORK
For thc single-pixel cvents in the 3-D CdZnTe dctcctors,
a method Cor calibrating the measurcd CIA ratio to the truc
interaction depth is prcsentcd in this paper. This calibration
is performed by modeling tlic normalized pulse heights of the
signals Trom the cathode and anode pixels, using tho weighting
potcntial and the mobilities and mobility-lifetime products of
clcctrons and holcs in the detector. Thc weighting potential of
the anode pixel was calculated from the elcctrode geometry and
the mobilities and mobility-lifetimc products of electrons atid
holcs were acqnircd through other cxperimcnts. The normelized
pulse heights were modeled for each interaction depth and the
rcsulting relationship between thc CIA ratio and the interaction
depth can be used as the calibration. The results calculated with
cathode bias of -2000 V showed an S% systematic correction to
the interaction depth assuming the measured CIA ratio is the
normalized intcraction depth. The distribution of photopeak
arca as a fimction of the CIA ratio was also modeled and its
good agreement with the measured distribution lends credencc
to thc signal gcneration models used in this calibration method.
The feasibility of this calibration method for thc interaction
depth will be furthcr invcstigatcd with ncw 3-D position
sensitive single carrier detectors. Other calibration methods

using the elcctron drift time and direct y ray collimation should
also be investigatcd to yicld more accuratc information ahout
the true interaction depth in the detector.
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